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MenuJust for you: claim this special gift for credit off your first full bill! Claim now.

Save energy, Save money, Save lives, with GoodCharlie
Save energy
Save money
Save lives

with GoodCharlie









Start saving today with a GoodCharlie fixed‑rate electricity plan.
Zip code
See plans


4.8 Google rating



As seen on:








The trusted low‑rate, high‑impact energy provider
Cut energy costs, unlock free pet perks, and rescue animals with your regular electricity plan.


Energy usage alert2 min
Congrats! You've met your energy conservation goal.



Excellent rates and straight forward plansFree benefits to support your petsBe part of something bigger
Experience the simplicity of a fixed-rate electricity plan, while cutting-edge technology helps conserve energy, saves you money, and benefits the environment.





Excellent rates and straight forward plans


Experience the simplicity of a fixed-rate electricity plan, while cutting-edge technology helps conserve energy, saves you money, and benefits the environment.


Free benefits to support your pets


Be part of something bigger




See plans
Industry-leading customer service

I switched to GoodCharlie back in June and they have provided excellent customer service and have been very clear on how my efforts are helping the community of furry friends!

Ricardo RiosGoogle Reviews



Not only do they provide affordable energy that beats their competitor's rates, they are huge on taking care of their family. Couldn't be happier

Gabriela M.Google Reviews



I love GoodCharlie because of the incomparable benefits and customer service! Would highly recommend to anyone who is considering making the switch.

Sophia A.Google Reviews



GoodCharlie just fit so well with my personal values of integrity and animal rescue that I took a chance. Make the switch and save money and enjoy the five star customer experience.

Chastity M.Google Reviews



The people who take care of customers on the phone are probably some of the nicest service operators I've ever encountered… very invested in the quality of their service.

Mikki Q.Google Reviews



I am so happy I choose GoodCharlie! The signup and switch was super easy. I received my first bill from them and was pleasantly surprised at how affordable it was.

MiVida L.Google Reviews



GoodCharlie has better rates than I've found anywhere else. While neighbors voice concerns over their bill, mine remains manageable. I love that they give back to animal shelters too!

Andrea D.Google Reviews



Rates were competitive and the pet support offerings were unique and of solid value to us. Since signing up, we've used the pet benefits and have been happy with the service.

Keith B.Google Reviews



Very competitive with a passion for dogs. My kind of service provider.

Eric M.Google Reviews



We started with GoodCharlie because of their connection to pets. Their service has been great (no outages) and their communication is stellar.

D. S.Google Reviews



Great customer service, rates, and pet perks.

Christine R.Google Reviews



My experience so far with GoodCharlie is 6 stars. Your customer service department is great. I've always been greeted kindly and courteousy.

Tina F.Google Reviews



This is the best experience I have had with an energy company. Good prices and customer service. Easy web interface. I have used the online vet service for both of my dogs.

BreezyGoogle Reviews



I have never once had a issue, they have been fantastic. They round your bill up to the nearest dollar and donate that to help animals. Top notch company, love it!

Patrick M.Google Reviews



We have had no issues and their website and customer service is great. On top of good service, it's nice to have the pet services available too. Highly recommend.

Gleimy R.Google Reviews



Have loved doing business with this company. The pricing is great and then the dog benefits and dog love just make it all that much better!

D. A.Google Reviews



We absolutely love this light company and especially how they care for our fur babies.

Angela P.Google Reviews









Setting the standard for energy excellence
Fixed, low-rate plans

Straightforward and transparent, enjoy the stability of fixed-rate plans, providing predictability and protection against fluctuating energy costs.


Tools and insights


Eco-friendly





See plans
Get peace of mind with GoodCharlie's free pet perks

24/7 Video Vet
Gain access to unlimited messaging and calls with licensed vets. Get expert advice and peace of mind—skip those unexpected vet visits and unnecessary bills. Learn more.



$750 Emergency Fund
Accidents can happen at any time, and medical issues can creep up silently. If your pet finds themselves in a life-or-death situation, we'll pay your ER vet bill, up to $750. Learn more.



Transforming energy into impactful change
Donated
$0.00
Lives saved
0
It's about more than just giving back through our roundups and donations. It's about using energy for good and making Texas the best place for a dog to live.
Learn more
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